hi I'm NASA Kennedy's as well Kennedy

and I'm seeking you inside KSC rocket

components for NASA's upcoming Parker

Solar Probe mission arrived aboard

United Launch Alliance as Mariner at

Port Canaveral the common booster cords

will help lawn to NASA's Parker Solar

Probe all the way to the Sun aboard a

delta 4 heavy rocket from launch complex

37 and 2018 the probe will perform the

closest ever observations of a star when

a travel through the sun's atmosphere

its measurements and imaging will help

revolutionize our understanding of the
corona and the Sun earth connection new

service platforms for NASA’s Space

Launch System rocket arrived at Kennedy

Space Center removed to the Vehicle

Assembly Building and secured inside the

platforms will serve as a storage and

processing basis for the Rockets left

and right solid rocket booster engines

for exploration mission-1 nasa's first

test mission of Orion and the SLS rocket

the twin solid rocket boosters will

provide the extra thrust needed during

long-duration mission and remember

spaceport magazine digs deeper inside
KSC